
Call to Schedule    Edward-Dean Museum
(951) 845-2626  s  www.edward-deanmuseum.org

Literary Arts Grade: K- 5: Use of museum collections to prompt active engagement in 
group reading activities with purpose and understanding.  Participants will 
take part in crafts and games to help identify characters, settings, and major 
events in a story. 

Grades: 6–12: Use of museum and library collections to prompt engagement 
in reading and story-telling.  Explain early book collecting. Compare and contrast 
different forms or genres.  Activities: Contrast the experience of reading a story, 
drama, or poem to viewing or presenting a live version of the story. Analyze 
the structure of written story, and/or re-create a scene from that story. 

Grade: 1- 6: Using museum exhibitions, students explore and recognize 
vital connections between the present and past. Students are encouraged 
to appreciate universal historical themes and dilemmas while understanding 
historical events through museum tours and activities. Participants will take 
part in a museum tour, piano and sing-along (as schedule permits), and 
related crafts and games. 

Grades 9-12: Using Museum Exhibitions, students examine events, 
trends and developments in society. Students interpret past events 
and issues within the context in which an event unfolded rather than 
solely in terms of present-day norms and values. Participants will take 
part in a museum tour, piano demonstration (as schedule permits), 
related art projects, and interactive games.

History and 
Social Studies

Grade: 1-12: Using museum exhibitions and activities, Students 
learn elements and principles used in the visual arts and examine 
examples of the use of these principles in artworks from the 
museum collection. 

They will examine the process and purpose of art works, as well as 
the role that art plays in society; noting human diversity as it relates 
to the visual arts. Participants will take part in a museum tour, piano 
demonstration (as schedule permits), related art projects, and 
interactive games.

Visual Arts

Bus Transportation Scholarships available
Students are Free - Adults $5.00

 Curriculum based

School Tours
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